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Question 1

“The husbands given role is to lead and provide for his family”

- Do we have God given roles which are sacrosanct Sir? Can 
you expatiate in this briefly? 

Akin



Question 2

“Women are mothers, nurturers, home makers and home 
keepers” - Now a-days in addition to these roles, women are 

co-providers and sometimes have to be co-leaders. How do 
you think women can balance this out? 

Remi



Question 3

Are these roles changing with the times? For example there was 
a time that women were to be seen and not heard, the Bible also 
records a time when women were not to stand in churches to ask 

questions or lead. But the narrative is changing. Also in the 
home, we see some changes. Where do Christians draw the line 

in terms of changing with the demands of life and times and 
following biblical principles?



Question 4

Do you think there is anything men and women in this present time 
are getting wrong with regards to this issue of roles in marriage? 



Question 5

What should be the way out when a party disagrees with another who is 
meant to take the lead. For example, the woman thinks that she cannot 

trust her husbands' style of leadership, how can there be harmony in such 
a situation Sir?



Question 6

Do you think there is anything men and women in this present 
time are getting wrong with regards to this issue of roles in 

marriage? 



Question 7

How can women help their husbands to be better leaders and 
providers? (Akin Ibitokun) 

Since the Bible says the man will rule over His home, How can men 
help their wives and children to be better ‘followers’? (Remi 

Opadiran)



Question 8

In all that’s going on and the kind of career focus and strong 
business  minded visions women are encouraged to have these 

days, do you think there might be an underlying element of 
competition? How can this be curbed if yes? 



Thank you for 
joining us



MISSION

VISION

To enable individuals and families enjoy

blissful relationships and function according to

God’s original intent and design.

To be a reliable organisation for the supply of

essential support for individuals and families

in order to promote blissful relationships and

marriages; responsible parenting; fulfilled

individuals that will promote productive

people; functional homes; responsible

children; better and peaceful society.



Background/History

The mission started with a family who is

passionate about ensuring teenagers and

young adults in their local church are

equipped with the required information

before committing themselves to

relationships that may lead to marriage.

The family saw the need to extend this

service to others beyond their local church

due to persistent attack on relationships and

the marriage institution in general.



Aims and Objectives

• provide counseling on pre-marital and marital
relationships, parenting and family wellness

• provide resource centers for spiritual, marriage and
relationship retreats

• provide empowerment and training services for
widows, widowers and youths especially orphans

• provide care and educational services for children
and elderly people especially those with physical
and learning disabilities and their careers

• provide advice, resources and support to victims of
domestic or family violence in the home or family

The Barnabas Mission’s (TBM) aim is to;




